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１ Write your answer in English.

Question１

Fill in each blank using the SAME word which has different meanings to fit these
sentences.
・Come inside and clean your room this（
・Catherine explained the problem in（

）.
）detail to the store manager.

Question２

What consonant is silent in all these words: fasten, castle, moisten, wrestle?

Question３

What animal group does an ornithologist study?

Question４

The line segment that bisects a circle is called the（

Question５

Complete this analogy: ‘dishes’ is the plural form of ‘dish’ as （
‘

Question６

Round up the decimal 0.555 to the nearest hundredth.

― １ ―

）.

）
’ is that of ‘crisis.’

２ Read text A. Then complete text B (which is a summary of A ) by writing ONE word which you
think is suitable in each of the blanks（

１

）to（ １０ ）.

A
「著作権の問題により本文を掲載することができません。ワード数は５５０語程度です。」

― ２ ―

B
「著作権の問題により本文を掲載することができません。ワード数は１８０語程度です。」

― ３ ―

３ Rearrange the words below in the parentheses. Remember to capitalize if necessary.

Question１

The Internet spares（going / the trouble / out / of / us）to shop.

Question２ （be / say / whatever / recorded / you / will）on this disk.

Question３ （very / heated / a / if / high / to）temperature, iron will become easy to shape.

Question４ Life insurance guarantees that your children will be protected（to / you / happen / should /
anything）.

Question５

You have an increased risk of lung cancer and heart disease if you are（exposed /
smoking / to / for / people / other）long periods of time.

― ４ ―

４ Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.

「著作権の問題により本文を掲載することができません。ワード数は４５０語程度です。」

― ５ ―

Question１

Fill each of the gaps（

but

Question２

/

of

/

to

/

!

about

）through（

/

%

）, choosing the word from below.

all

!

Choose the best answer supported by the text from 1 to 4.

Why is it important for boys to “take center stage”?
１．Because it places them safely between two groups.
２．Because it shows that they have a sense of humor.
３．Because it gives them attention to demonstrate their skills.
４．Because they must prove they can perform under pressure.

"

Why do boys’ games have winners or losers?
１．To determine their rank or status.
２．To push out the weak.
３．To make them look good in front of girls.
４．To show passion and determination.

#

Why don’t girls play activities that have winners or losers?
１．Because they want to be liked.
２．Because they do not want attention.
３．Because they are physically weaker than boys.
４．Because the games they play focus on the group.

$

Which statement best represents the main idea of the reading passage?
１．It is more difficult for boys to prove their status than girls.
２．The individual practice of boys is stronger than the group practice of girls.
３．Boys and girls act differently in their gender groups.
４．The girls’ way of talking is superior because it is more peaceful.

― ６ ―

５ Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.

「著作権の問題により本文を掲載することができません。ワード数は５７０語程度です。」

― ７ ―

Question１ Look at the underlined part !. Explain specifically what the magpie did. Answer in 35
Japanese characters or less.

Question２

Which of the expressions is the most appropriate to fill in the blank "?

１．following
２．at random
３．as they are
４．in order

Question３

Translate the underlined part # into Japanese.

Question４

Look at the underlined part $. What does this ‘do’ refer to? Answer in three English
words quoting from the passage.

Question５

Choose the two best statements that match the content of the story.

１．No matter how hard we look at animals, we can’t surmise their feelings.
２．As magpies don’t have emotions, they eat their friends’ carcass without any sympathy.
３．The writer had come across a similar sort of situation before, so he could tell his friend
that it was natural magpie behavior.
４．Although the writer has been studying animals for over 30 years, he still learns something
from them.
５．The writer thinks that if we found out that insects also have emotions, it would definitely
change our attitude towards them.
６．It has been found that humans still cannot interact with animals as they can’t express
enough joy like us.

― ８ ―

